First Group approached TransportAPI
with the ambition of serving the most
complete and accurate Nationwide bus
stop Real Time Information (RTI)
available, through their mobile apps.

When approached by First Group to help
improve the quality of RTI available to their
customers, TransportAPI developed
adapters for multiple feed formats – notably
SIRI Stop Monitoring (SM) and aggregated
the different sources of data available to
First Group into a single consistent source.
This included First Group’s internal sources
and publicly available RTI. Where no RTI
was available, gaps were filled using a
database of schedules based on
TransXChange (TXC) data from the
Traveline National DataSet (TNDS). A
configurable decision tree was developed
to dictate the merging strategy, selecting
primary and secondary sources, depending
on the characteristics of the stop of interest.

TransportAPI developed data cleansing tools,
that allowed the logging – and if desired removal
– of logically inconsistent departures, such as
those in the past, and apparent duplicates. As
First Group’s source providers have changed
over time, TransportAPI have adapted their logic
to reflect this, with the aim of providing the
highest quality information, for the lowest cost.
Having a single point of responsibility for data
performance and quality is what attracted First
Group to TransportAPI. Without this it can be
difficult for operators to know who to call when
there are problems with particular data formats.
There is inconsistency in standard industry data
formats, and when this is combined with the
complexity associated with a huge number of
different data suppliers – varying regionally, and
by organisation, it is very challenging for
operators to provide a comprehensive view. This
is the headache that TransportAPI have taken
away from First Group benefitting the vast
number of commuters who use First Group
services everyday.

We solve complex data problems for our
clients in the transport sector.
TransportAPI is the trusted platform
for transport data and development.
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